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ABSTRACT In this paper, the effects of rotor-rotor interaction on the wake structure and thrust generation
of a quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) are experimentally investigated in the rotor tip Reynolds
number range of 34000 – 54000. The interaction strength is manipulated by varying the number of rotating
rotors and the normalized rotor separation distance. A stronger rotor-rotor interaction places the inner tip
vortices between rotors closer to each other, forming an upflow region through vortex pairing and intensifying
the turbulence intensity between rotors. To comprehensively evaluate the effect of interaction on the wake
structure, we propose a modified Landgrebe’s model that accurately describes the wake boundary of UAV,
given the number of rotating rotors and the normalized rotor separation distance. The wake analysis based
on the model shows that the stronger the rotor-rotor interaction, the less the wake contracts and the closer
the vena contracta moves to the rotor-tip path plane. The momentum theory combined with the modified
Landgrebe’s model shows that the loss of axial momentum transfer due to the wake inclination is insufficient
to account for the thrust loss caused by the rotor-rotor interaction. This paper shows that the shift of the inner
tip vortex away from the rotational axis and the corresponding increase of induced axial velocity followed
by a decrease in the local effective angle of attack is another important mechanism for the thrust loss.
INDEX TERMS Rotor-rotor interaction, thrust, unmanned aerial vehicles, wake.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rotary-wing unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have signif-
icant advantages over fixed-wing UAVs in terms of hov-
ering ability, maneuverability, vertical take-off and landing
(VTOL) ability, flexibility in size, versatility, and afford-
ability. Based on these advantages, rotary-wing UAVs have
a variety of applications, including air quality assessment,
aerial photography, remote sensing, surveillance, disease
control, film recording, and delivery service. The majority
of rotary-wing UAVs have more than two rotors, and this
type of UAVs is called multirotor UAVs. Multirotor UAVs are
being more widely used than the UAVs with one or two rotors
because they are mechanically simpler. For example, single-
or double-rotor UAVs should be equipped with a swashplate
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and variable pitch rotor blades to change the flight mode
(e.g., from hovering to forward flight) by cyclically control-
ling the rotor blade pitch angle while the blade is rotating.
However, since multirotor UAVs can switch the flight mode
by simply varying the rotational speed of each rotor, there is
no need to control or change the rotor blade pitch angle. Thus,
for multirotor UAVs, no swashplate and no variable pitch
rotor blades are necessary, which allows greater mechanical
simplicity. Due to the mechanical simplicity achieved using
multiple rotors, multirotor UAVs are not only easy to operate
and repair but are also low in cost.
The use of multiple rotors simplifies the mechanical struc-
ture and operation of UAVs as described above, but rather
complicates the wake structure of multirotor UAVs by the
flow interaction between rotors. As the interaction between
the flow around rotors is mainly governed by the two parame-
ters of the number of rotating rotors and the distance between
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rotors, previous studies have investigated the effect of these
parameters on the rotor wake characteristics. The effect of
the number of rotating rotors was examined by comparing
the wake of a single isolated rotor with that of twin rotors [1]
and with that of quadrotors [2]. Zhou et al. [1] experimen-
tally observed that the wake of a single rotor was directed
straight down the rotor along the rotational axis, whereas,
for twin rotors, the two rotor wakes were pulled toward each
other. Similar wake bending was also found in the numerical
study by Lee and Lee [2], where four rotors were rotated.
In the experiment by Zhou et al. [1], the velocity field in the
crossflow plane was measured to be circular behind the single
rotor, but it was distorted into a droplet shape for twin rotors
due to the flow disturbance caused by the two rotor wakes in
close proximity. Both for twin rotors [1] and quadrotors [2],
it was observed that the tip vortices trailed from the rotor
blade interacted severely and thus dissipated faster compared
to the tip vortices shed from a single rotor. Regarding the
effect of the distance between rotors, several researchers have
found that a decrease in the rotor separation distance induces
a stronger interaction between the rotor wakes, resulting in
a more complex wake structure. For example, as the rotors
were moved closer to each other for UAVs with two or more
rotors, the wake flow of a rotor was observed to move radially
toward the nearby rotor and thus to be more asymmetric
about the rotational axis [1]–[5]. The numerical works by
Yoon et al. [3] and Lee and Lee [2] showed that, for quadrotor
UAVs, an upward flow is formed at the center of the four
rotors and becomes more prominent as the rotor separation
distance decreased. The faster destruction of tip vortices into
small spots at lower rotor separation distances was also exper-
imentally and numerically observed for twin rotors [6] and
quadrotors [2], which led to the faster transition of a rotor
wake into a turbulent wake. On the other hand, when the rotor
separation distance was greater than one rotor diameter for
a quadrotor UAV, the mutual rotor interaction was shown to
have little effect on the wake structure [2].
Although the previous studies mentioned above have
been of great help in understanding the rotor wake varia-
tions caused by the aerodynamic interaction between rotors,
in-depth quantitative analysis and modeling of rotor wakes
are still needed to improve the viability and mission abil-
ity of multirotor UAVs. Considering that the tip vortex is
the strongest vortical structure in the wake of a rotor and
thus has a dominant influence on the evolution of the rotor
wake [7]–[9], a modeling study on the wake boundary
defined as the trajectory of the tip vortex is a necessary first
step in understanding the aerodynamics of multirotor UAVs.
An accurate description and prediction of the wake boundary
can be very useful in assessing the aerodynamic performance,
such as rotor efficiency and blade loads, and noise charac-
teristics resulting from blade-vortex interaction [10]–[12].
Moreover, the experimental data on the wake boundary is
critically important in the development of prescribed wake
models and in the validation of new rotor wake models [13].
The wake geometry including the tip vortex location
(i.e., wake boundary) ofmultirotor UAVs also plays an impor-
tant role in practical applications such as the placement of a
sensor for atmospheric sampling [14]–[20] and the determi-
nation of the spatial distribution of spraying droplets for plant
protection [21]–[24]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
there have been no models which are designed to describe
and predict the wake geometry of multirotor UAVs. Due
to the absence of a wake geometry model for multirotor
UAVs, the Landgrebe’s model [7], a wake geometry model
developed for a single helicopter rotor, has been instead used
in the studies on multirotor UAVs [25]–[27]. Landgrebe [7]
developed a generalized model to predict the location of
tip vortex trailing from a model helicopter rotor for a wide
range of blade designs and operating conditions (e.g., aspect
ratio, blade twist, number of blades, and tip speed) by con-
ducting systematic experiments, which was later referred to
as the Landgrebe’s model. Unfortunately, the Landgrebe’s
model [7] cannot describe the complex wake boundary of
multiple rotors because it was developed to model the wake
of a single helicopter rotor. Moreover, even in the absence of
rotor-rotor wake interaction, the Landgrebe’s model [7] was
found to be inaccurate in predicting the wake boundary of a
single UAV rotor, as noted by Hein and Chopra [25]. In the
present study, therefore, we developed a model that predicts
the wake boundary of a multirotor UAV in hovering mode,
which is complicated by the mutual rotor interaction, as a
function of the number of rotating rotors and the distance
between rotors.
The aforementioned changes in the wake structure induced
by the rotor-rotor interaction results in a loss of thrust coeffi-
cient (CT = T/ρAV 2tip; where T is the thrust force, ρ is the
density of air, A is the rotor disk area, and Vtip is the rotor tip
speed) compared to a single isolated rotor, as demonstrated
in the previous numerical [2]–[5] and experimental [1], [6]
investigations. Although there have been attempts to explain
the thrust loss in terms of the wake deflection caused by
the flow interaction between rotors, the causal relationship
between the wake deflection and the thrust loss still requires
further clarification. Young and Derby [28] hypothesized that
the thrust loss might be due to the skewness of the flow far
upstream (called upstream far-wake in their study) of the
rotors. They derived an analytical equation that predicts thrust
loss based on the hypothesis, but the proposed equation over-
predicted the thrust loss. Veismann and Gharib [29] argued
that the thrust loss caused by the rotor-rotor interaction is
proportional to the inclination angle of the downstream wake
instead of that of the upstream one. However, the thrust loss
predicted based on the inclination angle of the downstream
wake was shown to underpredict the experimentally mea-
sured thrust loss. Shukla and Komerath [6] conjectured that
the interaction between the rotor blade and the tip vortex
of the adjacent rotor blade may be a reason for thrust loss.
However, the detailed mechanism of how the blade-vortex
interaction induces a loss in the thrust generated remains still
unclear. This study aims to extend current understanding of
the relationship between a change in the wake structure and
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the corresponding thrust variation. For this purpose, we esti-
mate the thrust loss caused by the wake inclination, based on
the model developed in this paper, and describe a mechanism
other than the wake inclination responsible for the thrust loss
by measuring the velocity fields near the rotors using digital
particle image velocimetry (DPIV).
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the quadrotor UAV model used in this study.
Section III provides the experimental setup for wake velocity
and thrust measurements. The experimental results are given
in Section IV. Concluding remarks will be given in Section V.
II. QUADROTOR UAV MODEL
Fig. 1 shows the quadrotor UAV model used in the present
experiments. This model consists of four rotors, four brush-
less DC motors, and an X-shaped frame on which the motors
are installed (Fig. 1(a)). The X-shaped frame consists of four
arms arranged at equal angular intervals of 90◦ around the
center of the frame. The motors are designed to move along
the arms so that the distance between the adjacent rotor tips
(s in Fig. 1(b)) can be varied as desired without changing the
total mass of the UAV model. That is, the distance between
the adjacent rotor tips increases as the motors are mounted
closer to the end of the X-shaped frame (e.g., from Fig. 1(b) to
Fig. 1(c)), and vice versa. Note that all four motors are always
kept the same distance from the center of the frame. The
normalized distance between the adjacent rotor tips (hereafter
referred to as the normalized rotor separation distance), s/Rr ,
can be varied between 0.13 and 2.37, where Rr (=38 mm) is
the rotor radius. Zhou et al. [1] claimed that, for twin rotors,
the effect of rotor-rotor interaction on thrust generation was
negligible when s/Rr was higher than 2. The upper limit
of s/Rr in the present study was chosen to be somewhat
higher than this value. This is because, according to previous
studies [2], [3], [30], [31], a stronger rotor-rotor interaction
was expected for the quadrotors investigated in this study
than twin rotors. The lower limit of s/Rr was chosen to be
lower than the minimum s/Rr considered in previous studies
(e.g., 0.2 for Yoon et al. [3] and 0.4 for Lee and Lee [2]) on
quadrotors so that more pronounced changes in wake struc-
ture, such as wake distortion and tip vortex breakdown, could
be detected in this study. To avoid flow interference such
as pressure fluctuations and tip-vortex breakdown caused
by cylindrical arms located downstream of the rotors [32],
the rotors are assembled on the underside of the motors
mounted on the bottom of the arms, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
This configuration is called the inverted rotors and is known
to increase the propulsion performance [33], [34]. The rotor
(DALPROP 3045) has two untwisted rectangular blades of
constant chord c = 16 mm with a fixed blade pitch angle
of 23◦, and the corresponding solidity (σ = Nbc/πRr ; where
Nb is the number of rotor blades) of the rotor is 0.268. The
brushless DC motors for rotating the rotors were driven by
an electronic speed controller (ESC) controlled by a pulse
width modulation (PWM) signal to adjust the motor speed.
The rotational speed of the rotor, , was measured by a
FIGURE 1. Details of the quadrotor UAV model: (a) three-dimensional
view, (b) top view for s/Rr = 0.13, (c) top view for s/Rr = 2.37. Here,
the dashed circles in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) indicate the trajectories of the
rotor tip movement.
tachometer and varied from 8100 to 12865 rpm. The corre-
sponding rotor tip speed (Vtip = Rr ) and Reynolds number
(Re = Vtipc/ν; where ν is the kinematic viscosity of air) were
about 32.2 m/s ≤ Vtip ≤ 51.2 m/s and 34000 ≤ Re ≤ 54000,
respectively. By regulating the duty ratio of the PWM signal
with a feedback control loop, the rotational speed of the rotor
was maintained within approximately±50 rpm of the desired
value. Note that the rotational speeds of the four rotors were
each independently adjusted, and thus the phases of the four
rotors were not synchronized with each other.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. WAKE VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
The experimental setup for measuring the velocity fields in
the wake of the quadrotor UAVmodel is shown schematically
in Fig. 2(a). The experiment was conducted in a closed cham-
ber of 1.2 m width, 1.2 m length, and 1.2 m height, which
wasmade of transparent acrylic resin to provide the necessary
optical access. A cylindrical aluminum rod was mounted in
the center of the chamber ceiling and extended 0.6 m into
the chamber to support the UAV model. To minimize the
interference caused by the support, the rod having a very
small diameter of 4 mm (about 5% of rotor diameter) was
attached to the center of the X-shaped frame. The distance
between the UAV model and the chamber surfaces was kept
more than eight times of the rotor diameter, thus confirming
the negligible ground, ceiling and wall effects [35]–[40].
The DPIV system used in this study consisted of a Nd:YAG
laser (SpitLight PIV Compact 400) operating at 180 mJ,
a CCD camera (Vieworks VH-4MC) with a 2048 pixel ×
2048 pixel resolution, a timing hub (Integrated Design Tools
XS-TH), and a fog generator (SAFEX Fog Generator 2010).
The present system was nearly the same as that successfully
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FIGURE 2. (a) Schematic diagram (not to scale) of the experimental setup for the wake velocity measurements (for brevity, Fig. 2(a) only illustrates the
case of measuring the velocity field in a horizontal plane). (b) The coordinate system and numbering of the rotors used in this study. (c) Location of the
horizontal measurement planes. (d-f) Location of the vertical measurement planes for Nr = (d) 1, (e) 2, and (f) 4, where Nr denotes the number of
rotating rotor(s). Here, in Figs. 2(d) – 2(f), the gray circle indicates the area swept by the rotor blades rotating in the direction of the dashed arrow.
used in our earlier studies [41]–[46]. The fog generator pro-
duced liquid droplets of approximately 1 µm in diameter,
which were introduced in the chamber and used as tracing
particles. The laser sheet of 3 mm thickness illuminated the
tracing particles within the measurement planes. The reflec-
tion of the laser sheet from the UAV model was minimized
by painting the model surface matt black, as was applied
in our previous works [45], [46]. Figs. 2(b) – 2(f) shows
the coordinate system used throughout this paper and the
location of the measurement planes. As shown in Fig. 2(b),
the origin of the coordinates is located at the center of the
UAV model on the rotor-tip path plane (i.e., the z coordinate
of the rotor-tip path plane is set to zero as shown on the
right of Fig. 2(b)). Note that the rotors are numbered in a
counterclockwise direction starting with the rightmost rotor.
The wake velocity field was measured in the five horizon-
tal planes at z/Rr = −0.4, −1.2, −2.0, −2.8, and −3.6
(Fig. 2(c)). The wake velocity measurements were conducted
for three cases: when only one rotor rotated while the other
three rotors remained stationary (i.e., Nr = 1, where Nr is the
number of rotating rotor(s)), when two adjacent rotors rotated
in opposite directions while the other two rotors remained
stationary (i.e., Nr = 2), and when all the four rotors rotated
(i.e., Nr = 4). In all three cases, the rotational speed of the
rotor and normalized rotor separation distance were varied
from 8100 rpm to 12865 rpm and from 0.13 to 2.37, respec-
tively, as mentioned above. Depending on the case, the veloc-
ity field in the wake was measured in different vertical plane
as shown in Figs. 2(d) – 2(f). For Nr = 2 (Fig. 2(e)) and 4
(Fig. 2(f)), the location of the vertical measurement planes
was determined so that the plane aligns with the direction of
wake deflection while passing through the center of rotor 1.
The size of the field of view (FOV) was varied between
110 mm and 260 mm depending on the measurement plane.
An iterative cross-correlation analysis was performed from
an initial interrogation window size of 64 pixel × 64 pixel to
a final interrogation window size of 32 pixel × 32 pixel with
50% or 75% overlap. The corresponding spatial resolution
ranged from 1.16% to 1.32% of the rotor diameter, depending
on the measurement plane. Spurious vectors, or outliers, were
detected by applying a local median filter, which rejected
vectors greater than three times the root mean square (RMS)
of a 3 × 3 window. The outliers were replaced with linearly
interpolated values from the neighboring vectors. 2000 image
pairs were acquired at 7 Hz with a time interval between
two successive images of 10 µs and averaged to obtain a
fully converged velocity field. The image acquisition rate
was chosen not equal to the harmonics of the rotor blade
passing frequencies to ensure that the measured mean veloc-
ity fields were not biased to a specific rotor blade phase.
Note that the blade passing period of the rotor ranges from
0.0023 to 0.0037 s in the rotational speed range of 8100 to
12865 rpm, and thus the instantaneous velocity fields used
in the averaging included from 77140 to 122510 periods of
blade passing. The flow-field statistics, such as mean velocity
and RMS velocity fluctuations, were extracted at arbitrary
locations including the point of maximum RMS velocity
fluctuations, and then plotted against the number of image
pairs to check the convergence of the results. The oscillations
in the flow-field statistics ceased when the number of image
pairs reached about 1500, which is well below the number of
image pairs used in the time averaging process. Themeasured
time-averaged velocity fields were therefore considered to be
converged.
B. THRUST MEASUREMENTS
Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental
setup for measuring the thrust force acting on the quadrotor
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FIGURE 3. Schematic diagram (not to scale) of the experimental setup for
the thrust measurements.
UAV model. The thrust force was measured in the same
chamber as that used for measuring the velocity fields in the
wake. Note that both the thrust and wake velocity measure-
ments were performed simultaneously to obtain the correla-
tion between the thrust generated and the measured velocity
field. The thrust on the UAV model was measured using
a high-accuracy load cell (CAS BCL-1L) attached to the
supporter. The measured data were transferred to a computer
through an amplifier (VISHAY 2310B) and an A/D converter
(NI PICe-6351) and then averaged for 70 s per measurement
to obtain a fully converged mean thrust force. The calibration
curve was linear in the range of 0 – 10 N, and the mea-




1) OVERALL WAKE EVOLUTION
To understand the overall three-dimensional structure of
the wake flow, multiple two-dimensional velocity fields
were measured at various streamwise (negative z) positions
depicted in Fig. 2(c). Fig. 4 shows the streamwise variations
in the normalized mean vorticity contours for Nr = 1, 2,
and 4 at Re = 34000. Here, the normalized rotor separa-
tion distance was kept to a minimum of s/Rr = 0.13 to
maximize the effect of rotor-rotor interaction on the wake
structure. For Nr = 1 at z/Rr = −0.4, the flow velocity
induced by the clockwise rotation of the rotor 1 (see Fig. 2(b)
for the numbering of the rotors) causes the generation of
negative (clockwise) vorticity in the inboard region of the
blade. In the tip region of the rotor, however, the flow velocity
decreases radially outward from the rotor center (see the inset
of Fig. 4(a)) due to the tip effect at the end of the blade so that
the positive vorticity is concentrated there. As the rotor wake
progresses downstream, i.e., with decreasing z/Rr , the tip
induced vorticity is rapidly attenuated by turbulent diffusion.
The negative vorticity induced by the rotation of the rotor 1
remains concentrated around the rotor center irrespective
of z/Rr , indicating that the rotor wake convects vertically
down and parallel to the z-axis.
For Nr = 2 at z/Rr = −0.4, the two rotors (1 and 2)
rotating in opposite directions induce the generation of nega-
tive and positive vortices in the inboard region of the rotor
disk 1 and 2, respectively. As the wake develops down-
stream, the cores of the two inboard vortices move toward
each other along the diagonal line connecting the centers of
rotors 1 and 2, suggesting that the wakes of rotor 1 and 2 are
inclined toward each other. To find out the reason of the wake
deflection, for Nr = 2 at z/Rr = −2.0, the mean velocity
vectors are shown in Fig. 5(a) alongwith the normalizedmean
vorticity contour. The figure shows that as the flows emerging
from the two counter-rotating rotors merge, a high-speed
outward sidewash is formed between rotors 1 and 2 along the
positive diagonal direction (i.e., toward the first quadrant of
the xy-plane). Then the high-speed sidewash would induce
a low-pressure region between the inboard vortices (green
region in Fig. 5(a)), resulting in the rotor wakes to be tilted
toward each other. It is interesting to note that, unlike when
Nr = 1, the inboard vortices are distorted along the edge of
the sidewash where the shear rate is high.
For Nr = 4, adjacent rotors (e.g., rotors 1 and 2)
rotate in opposite directions and diagonally opposite rotors
(e.g., rotors 1 and 3) rotate in the same direction. Thus, two
negative and two positive inboard vortices are alternately
formed at z/Rr = −0.4, as shown in the first row of Fig. 4(c).
With decreasing z/Rr , the cores of the four inboard vortices
move from the center of each rotor to the center of the UAV
model. This indicates that the wakes from individual rotors
deflect toward the center of the UAV model as they develop
downstream, which can be explained in Fig. 5(b) as follows:
The interaction between the rotor wakes produces outward
sidewash (between rotors 1 and 2 and between rotors 3 and 4)
and inward sidewash (between rotors 1 and 4 and between
rotors 2 and 3) flows, which would lead to the formation of
low-pressure regions between each of the four rotors (green
regions in Fig. 5(b)). The pressure imbalance for each inboard
vortex then causes the rotor wakes to be pulled toward the
center of the UAV model. For example, the wake interaction
between rotors 1 and 2 and between rotors 2 and 3 generates a
high-speed outward sidewash along the positive diagonal (see
the right inset of Fig. 5(b)) and a high-speed inward sidewash
along the negative diagonal (see the left inset of Fig. 5(b)).
Then the wake of rotor 2 would be pulled downward (i.e.,
toward the center of the UAV model) by the low-pressure
regions formed on the lower right and lower left of the inboard
vortex from the rotor 2 (see green regions in the insets of
Fig. 5(b)). Similar to when Nr = 2, the distortion of the
inboard vortices is observed along the edge of the outward
sidewash, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
2) WAKE FLOW FIELDS FOR Nr = 1
Fig. 6(a) shows the variation of the normalized mean axial
(i.e., normal to the rotor disk) velocity profiles forNr = 1 and
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FIGURE 4. Contours of normalized mean vorticity ω̄z Rr /Vtip for Nr = (a) 1 (first column), (b) 2 (second column), and
(c) 4 (third column) at varying z/Rr , where ω̄z is the mean vorticity in z-direction. Here, the normalized rotor
separation distance was fixed as s/Rr = 0.13 for all cases. Note that each row denotes different values of z/Rr . The
gray circle indicates the area swept by the rotor blades rotating in the direction of the dashed arrow. The inset of
Fig. 4(a) shows the enlarged view along with the mean velocity vectors.
Re = 34000 at s/Rr = 0.13, 1.18, and 2.37. For comparison,
let us now introduce a local m-coordinate aligned with the
measurement plane beginning at the center of the rotor 1,
as shown in the inset of Fig. 6(b). The velocity profiles at
different s/Rr collapse well for each value of z/Rr when
plotted against m/Rr , indicating that for Nr = 1 the wake
flow field is independent of the normalized rotor separation
distance. This is because the nonrotating rotors 2, 3, and 4
induce no flow at zero freestream velocity and thus the wake
flow of the rotor 1 could hardly interact with those of other
rotors. The rotor blade used in this study is rectangular and
untwisted, as described in Section II, and thus the axial
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FIGURE 5. Mean velocity vectors and contours of the normalized mean vorticity ω̄z Rr /Vtip at z/Rr = −2.0 for Nr = (a) 2 and (b) 4. Here, the
normalized rotor separation distance was fixed as s/Rr = 0.13 for all cases. The gray circle indicates the area swept by the rotor blades rotating in
the direction of the dashed arrow. In Fig. 5(b), the insets in the red and blue boxes are given for better visualization of the outward sidewash and
the inward sidewash between the rotor wakes, respectively.
FIGURE 6. (a) Profiles of the normalized mean axial velocity w̄/Vtip for Nr = 1 and Re = 34000 at s/Rr = 0.13 (black circles), 1.18 (blue triangles),
and 2.37 (red squares). (b) Contours of normalized instantaneous vorticity ωnRr /Vtip at s/Rr = 1.18. The lower left inset of Fig. 6(b) shows the
location of the measurement plane and the coordinate axes used in Figs. 6 and 7. The gray circle in the inset indicates the area swept by the rotor
blades rotating in the direction of the dashed arrow.
velocity distribution between the blade root (i.e., m/Rr = 0)
and the blade tip (i.e., |m/Rr | = 1) is approximately
triangular in the close vicinity of the rotor-tip path plane
at z/Rr = −0.4. The peak axial velocity at a given
z/Rr gradually decreases downstream thereby forming a
jet-like flow. With decreasing z/Rr , two jet-like flows, which
are symmetric about the rotational axis of the rotor 1
(m/Rr = 0), spread (i.e., the width of each jet-like flow
increases) and merge together. The decay and spread of
jet-like flow was also observed in the rotor wake flow at low
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FIGURE 7. (a) Inner and outer wake boundaries below the rotor 1 at
s/Rr = 2.37 for Re = 34000, 44000, and 54000. min and mout denote the
m-coordinates of the inner and outer wake boundaries, respectively.
(b) Mean wake boundaries for Re = 34000 at s/Rr = 0.13 (black circles),
1.18 (blue triangles), and 2.37 (red squares). The black dashed curve
denotes the wake boundary obtained from the Landgrebe’s model [7]
under the conditions of the present study (CT ,1 = 0.033, σ = 0.268,
Nb = 2, θtw = 0), where the number in the subscript denotes the number
of rotating rotor(s) and θtw is the blade twist.
Reynolds number [47]. The rotor wake convects vertically
down without any lateral motion, which is consistent with
our observations in Fig. 4(a). Fig. 6(b) shows the instanta-
neous normalized vorticity contours at s/Rr = 1.18. The
tip vortices generated at both blade tips of the rotor 1 con-
vect downstream, thereby forming helical structures. Within
the tip-vortex helices, the wake vortices are observed in the
streamwise direction in the rotor reference frame, whose vor-
ticity is opposite-signed to those of the adjacent tip vortices.
The formation and evolution of wake vortices similar to those
shown in this study has also been observed in the flow around
a low-aspect-ratio wing at high angles of attack and low
Reynolds numbers [48], [49]. The symbols in Fig. 7(a) show
the inner and outer wake boundaries below the rotor 1 at
s/Rr = 2.37 for Re = 34000, 44000, and 54000. In this
study, the inner and outer wake boundaries are defined as
the time-averaged trajectories of the tip vortices on the side
of the adjacent rotor and on the opposite side, respectively.
That is, for the rotor 1, the inner and outer wake bound-
aries denote the time-averaged trajectories of the tip vor-
tices containing negative and positive normalized vorticities
ωnRr/Vtip, respectively (see Fig. 6(b)). The time-averaged
trajectory was identified by tracing the peak time-averaged
vorticity. Fig. 7(a) shows the inner and outer wake boundaries
of the rotor 1 in the mz-plane. The inner and outer wake
boundaries for the same Re almost coincide with each other,
as can be expected from the axisymmetry of the velocity
fields described above. The wake boundaries from different
Reynolds numbers nearly coincide, indicating that the wake
boundary is little affected by the Reynolds number (i.e., the
rotational speed of the rotor) in the Re range investigated.
Thus, only data from Re= 34000 will be considered in detail
in this paper. The wake radius defined by the distance from
the rotational axis (i.e., m/Rr = 0) to the wake boundary
at a given z/Rr asymptotically decreases as the wake con-
vects downstream, giving the wake contraction ratio (i.e., the
ratio of the diameter of the wake at the vena contracta to
the diameter of the rotor) of 0.78. This value agrees very
well with previous experimental data [7], [11], [50], [51].
To determine the effect of the normalized rotor separation
distance on thewake boundary, themeanwake boundaries are
shown in Fig. 7(b) at s/Rr = 0.13, 1.18, and 2.37. The mean
wake boundary was obtained by averaging the inner and outer
wake boundaries at each s/Rr . The mean wake boundaries
at different s/Rr collapse well, indicating that for Nr = 1
the wake geometry is independent of the normalized rotor
separation distance. The black dashed curve in Fig. 7(b) is
the wake boundary predicted by the Landgrebe’s model [7]
under the conditions of the present study (CT ,1 = 0.033, σ =
0.268, Nb = 2, θtw = 0), where the number in the subscript
denotes the number of rotating rotor(s) and θtw is the blade
twist. The wake contraction ratio calculated from the model
is 0.78, which agrees very well with the measured ones. The
detailed wake geometry predicted by the model, however,
differs from the measured ones, especially in the near-wake
region of z/Rr > −0.4; that is, the radius of the wake pre-
dicted by the model contracts much faster than the measured
ones in the near-wake region, indicating that the Landgrebe’s
model [7] is inaccurate in describing a rotor wake geom-
etry of a quadrotor UAV. Moreover, when multiple rotors
rotate, the rotor wake interaction makes the wake geometry
non-axisymmetric andmore complicated [1]–[6], [52], which
further limits the applicability of the model to a quadrotor
UAV. The inapplicability of the Landgrebe’s model [7] to
the present UAV may be due to the fact that the model was
developed for a helicopter rotor. For a helicopter rotor, a tip
Mach number generally exceeds 0.3, and thus the flow near
the blade tip is compressible [8], [53]. However, the rotors
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FIGURE 8. Profiles of the normalized mean axial velocity w̄/Vtip for Nr = 2 and Re = 34000 at (a) s/Rr = 2.37, (b) 1.18, and (c) 0.13. Profiles for
Nr = 1 at corresponding s/Rr s are also shown for comparison as red crosses. Here Jin and Jout denote the inner and outer jet-like flows,
respectively. Black arrows pointing up denote the positions of the peak axial velocity in Jin and Jout, respectively, from the rotor 1 at the same
z/Rr = −2.0. (d) Variations of w̄−1.06/Vtip (blue symbols), w̄0/Vtip (pink symbols), and the peak w̄/Vtip in Jin from rotor 1 (w̄in,peak/Vtip) with z/Rr .
Here, w̄−1.06 and w̄0 is the mean axial velocity along m/Rr = −1.06 (the centerline between the centers of rotor 1 and 2) and m/Rr = 0 (the
rotational axis of rotor 1) at s/Rr = 0.13, respectively. Note that there is no velocity data along m/Rr = 0 in the range of −0.27 < z/Rr < 0 where
the rotor hub is located. The lower right inset shows the location of m/Rr = −1.06 and 0 at s/Rr = 0.13.
typically used on small-scale UAVs, such as those man-
ufactured by DJI, APC, and GoPro, operate at tip Mach
numbers below 0.23 [54], indicating that the flow around
UAV rotor blades is incompressible. Since compressibility
is known to play a crucial role in altering the details of
vortex formation [55], [56], the flow aroundUAV rotor blades
should differ from that around helicopter rotor blades. Thus,
in Section IV-B, a new model will be proposed to accurately
predict the rotor wake geometry of the quadrotor UAVmodel
in the absence of compressibility effects.
3) WAKE FLOW FIELDS FOR Nr = 2
Fig. 8 shows the variation of the normalizedmean axial veloc-
ity profiles forNr = 2 with varying s/Rr . In order to compare
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FIGURE 9. Contours of normalized instantaneous vorticity ωnRr /Vtip for (a) Nr = 1 and (b) 2 at s/Rr = 0.13. The lower left inset shows the velocity
vectors in the region enclosed by the dotted rectangle.
the profiles for Nr = 2 with those for Nr = 1, the profiles at
corresponding s/Rrs for Nr = 1 are plotted as red crosses in
Fig. 8. Note that the localm-coordinate forNr = 2 is the same
as that for Nr = 1 (see the inset of Fig. 6(b)): For example,
at s/Rr = 2.37, rotor tips are located at (m/Rr , z/Rr ) =
(±1, 0) for the rotor 1 and at (m/Rr , z/Rr ) = (−3.37, 0)
and (-5.37, 0) for the rotor 2. At the largest normalized rotor
separation distance of s/Rr = 2.37, two pairs of jet-like
flows are formed from the rotors 1 and 2 in the near wake
as shown in Fig. 8(a). Each pair of jet-like flows consist of
an inner one (Jin) on the side of the adjacent rotor and an
outer one (Jout) on the opposite side. The inner and outer
jet-like flows decay and spread as they move downstream
and then merge each other, as was observed for Nr = 1. The
axial velocity profiles in the wake of rotor 1 show almost no
difference between Nr = 1 and 2, indicating that, for Nr = 2,
there is little interaction between the rotor wakes at this value
of s/Rr . However, as s/Rr decreases from 2.37 (Fig. 8(a))
to 0.13 (Fig. 8(c)), the position of peak axial velocity in Jin
and Jout from rotor 1 moves toward the adjacent rotor (i.e.,
in the negative m-direction) at a given z/Rr . For example,
at z/Rr = −2.0, them/Rr coordinates of the position of peak
axial velocity in Jin from the rotor 1 are −0.494, −0.535 and
−0.622 for s/Rr = 2.37, 1.18, and 0.13, respectively (see
the black arrows pointing up in Figs. 8(a) to 8(c)). Due to the
deflection of Jin and Jout described above, the axial velocity
profiles of the wake of rotor 1 become gradually asymmetric
with respect to the rotational axis of rotor 1 (m/Rr = 0) as
s/Rr decreases. However, the symmetry of the axial velocity
profile about the centerline (m/Rr = −2.18, −1.59, and
−1.06 for s/Rr = 2.37, 1.18, and 0.13, respectively) between
rotors 1 and 2 is maintained independent of the normalized
rotor separation distance.
When the rotor-rotor interaction is maximized at s/Rr =
0.13, the inner jet-like flows of rotors 1 and 2 merge at
the centerline (m/Rr = −1.06; the blue dashed line in
Fig. 8(c)), thus increasing the axial velocity as the wake
convects downstream (see the blue circles in Fig. 8(d)). Even
when there is no rotor-rotor interaction (Nr = 1), the axial
velocity increases along m/Rr = −1.06 (see the blue X
symbols in Fig. 8(d)), which is due to the spread of the
jet-like flow shown in Fig. 8(c). Note that, as can be found
by comparing the blue symbols in Fig. 8(d), the axial flow
between rotors 1 and 2 is more accelerated in the streamwise
direction by the merging of the inner jet-like flows in the
presence of rotor-rotor interaction than by the spread of the
jet-like flow in the absence of rotor-rotor interaction. For
Nr = 1, the merging of Jin and Jout from rotor 1 occurs at
the rotational axis of rotor 1 (m/Rr = 0; see the pink dashed
line in Fig. 8(c)), and accordingly, the axial velocity increases
along m/Rr = 0 as the wake of rotor 1 develops downstream
(see the pink X symbols in Fig. 8(d)). For Nr = 2, on the
other hand, the axial velocity increases along m/Rr = 0
(see the pink circles in Fig. 8(d)) as the position of peak
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axial velocity in Jout from rotor 1 moves in the negative
m-direction. Comparing the pink symbols in Fig. 8(d), it can
be seen that the axial velocity along the rotor axis is larger
over a wide range of z/Rr when the outer jet-like flow is
deflected by the rotor-rotor interaction than when the jet-like
flowsmerge with no rotor-rotor interaction. The above results
indicate that a strong interaction between the rotor wakes
induces a high-speed streamwise flow on either side of Jin
from rotor 1. To examine the effect of the high-speed flow
around Jin induced by the interaction on the evolution of the
inner jet-like flow, the normalized peak axial velocity in Jin
from rotor 1 (w̄in,peak/Vtip) at s/Rr = 0.13 for Nr = 2 is
compared with that for Nr = 1 in Fig. 8(d). It can be seen
that the magnitude of w̄in,peak/Vtip forNr = 2 remains smaller
than that for Nr = 1. As the wake convects downstream
(i.e., with decreasing z/Rr ), the difference in the magnitude
of w̄in,peak/Vtip between Nr = 1 and 2 gradually decreases
from 18.6% (at z/Rr = −0.4) to 14.1% (at z/Rr =
−4.4), which indicates that the inner jet-like flow decays
more slowly for Nr = 2 than for Nr = 1. The slow
decay of Jin in the presence of strong rotor-rotor interac-
tion could be due to the addition of streamwise momentum
supplied by the high-speed flow around the inner jet-like
flow described above. Note that the magnitude of w̄in,peak/Vtip
remains almost constant or rather, increases slightly in the
very near wake (−1.2 ≤ z/Rr ≤ −0.4), which may be due to
the wake contraction (i.e., the decrease in the wake diameter)
in the streamwise direction (see Fig. 7).
It needs to be emphasized that the flow between the rotors
near the rotor-tip path plane (A in Fig. 8(d)) is in the positive
z-direction (i.e., opposite to the streamwise direction), and its
magnitude is greater for Nr = 2 than for Nr = 1. To under-
stand how the rotor-rotor interaction induces a stronger flow
in the counter-streamwise direction, the contours of normal-
ized instantaneous vorticity for Nr = 1 and 2 are shown
in Fig. 9. By comparing Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), it can be seen that
for Nr = 2, a strong upwash (A in Fig. 9(b)) is generated as a
result of the local pairing of tip vortices of opposite sign. The
enhanced upwash flow between rotors 1 and 2 would induce
the loss of streamwise momentum in the very near wake,
resulting in a weakening of the inner jet-like flow (compare
the magnitude of w̄in,peak/Vtip at z/Rr = −0.4 between
Nr = 1 and 2 in Fig. 8(d)).
To quantitatively analyze the wake deflection, the inner
and outer wake boundaries below the rotor 1 are plotted
in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively, with varying s/Rr .
For comparison, the wake boundaries at different s/Rrs for
Nr = 1 are averaged and plotted as red crosses in Fig. 10.
Asmentioned earlier, at s/Rr = 2.37, there is little interaction
between the rotor wakes, and thus the wake boundaries for
Nr = 1 and 2 almost overlap with each other. Note that one
end of the wake boundary is shown to be fixed at the rotor
tip because the tip vortex originates from the tip of the blade.
That is, on the rotor-tip path plane of z/Rr = 0, the normal-
ized m-coordinates of the inner and outer wake boundaries
approach min/Rr = −1 (Fig. 10(a)) and mout/Rr = 1
FIGURE 10. Variations in the (a) inner and (b) outer wake boundaries
below the rotor 1 with the normalized rotor separation distance for
Nr = 2. Wake boundary for Nr = 1 is also shown for comparison as red
crosses. The gray circle in the inset of Fig. 10(b) indicates the area swept
by the rotor blades rotating in the direction of the dashed arrow.
(Fig. 10(b)), respectively. As the normalized rotor separation
distance decreases, the wake of the rotor 1 deflects toward
that of rotor 2, resulting in the movement of the inner and
outer wake boundaries in the negative m-direction (see the
inset of Fig. 10(b) for the direction of m-coordinate). The
magnitude of wake deflection of the inner wake boundary is
larger than that of the outer one at small s/Rr , which implies
that the inner wake boundary is more sensitive to the rotor
wake interaction than the outer wake boundary.
4) WAKE FLOW FIELDS FOR Nr = 4
When all the four rotors rotate, as described in
Section IV-A.1, the wakes from individual rotors deflect
toward the center of the UAV model as they develop down-
stream. Thus, for Nr = 4, the location of the measurement
plane was determined as shown at the top of Fig. 11(a) so that
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FIGURE 11. (a) (top) Location of the measurement plane and the coordinate axes used in Figs. 11 to 13 and Fig. 18. The gray circle
indicates the area swept by the rotor blades rotating in the direction of the dashed arrow. (bottom) m-coordinates of the tips of
rotors 1 and 3 on the rotor-tip path plane (z/Rr = 0). (b) Profiles of the normalized mean axial velocity w̄/Vtip for Nr = 4 at
s/Rr = 0.13 (black circles), 1.18 (blue triangles), and 2.37 (red squares).
the plane aligns with the direction of wake deflection while
passing through the center of rotor 1. Accordingly, the local
m-coordinate is defined differently for Nr = 4 from other
cases (compare Figs. 6(b), 10(b), and 11(a)). As shown in the
table at the bottom of Fig. 11(a), the tips of rotor 1 are located
at (m/Rr , z/Rr ) = (±1, 0) irrespective of s/Rr , whereas the
m-coordinates of the tips of rotor 3 vary depending on s/Rr .
Fig. 11(b) shows the normalized mean axial velocity profiles
at different s/Rrs for Nr = 4. Note that here, some part
of the wake flow field of the rotor 3 is omitted due to the
limited size of the field of view. As shown in Fig. 11(b),
the effects of the normalized rotor separation distance on the
wake of rotor 1 are similar to those for Nr = 2: As s/Rr
decreases, the position of peak axial velocity in the inner and
outer jet-like flow moves toward the neighboring rotor in the
near wake. Similar to when Nr = 2, when the four rotors
are closest together at s/Rr = 0.13, a strong upwash flow
from downstream to upstream is locally observed between
the rotor tips (−2.01 < m/Rr < −1) in the close vicinity of
the rotor-tip path plane at z/Rr = −0.4.
Fig. 12(a) shows the instantaneous normalized vortic-
ity contour at s/Rr = 0.13. It can be seen that an
upwash flow is located between the counter-rotating vortices
(see A in Fig. 12(a)), as was observed for Nr = 2
(see A in Fig. 9(b)). One interesting point is that, for Nr = 4,
high upwash is formed even where there appear to be no
counter-rotating vortex pairs (see B in Fig. 12(a)). This is
an important observation for it suggests that the interaction
between the inner tip vortices also takes place vigorously in
the planes (e.g., yz-plane in Fig. 2(b)) other than the plane
on which the DPIV measurement was conducted. That is,
a strong upwash flow would be obtained by the pairing of tip
vortices generated by all the four rotors, thereby forming an
upflow region below the center of the UAVmodel as shown in
the lower right inset of Fig. 12(a). The formation of upwash
flow in the opposite direction to the induced velocity was also
observed at a low s/Rr in the previous studies on multirotor
UAVs [2]–[6], [31].
The rotor-rotor interaction, especially the interaction of the
vortices emanating from the tip of the rotor blades, affects not
only the mean velocity field but also the velocity fluctuation
field as follows. Figs. 12(b) and 12(c) show the contours of
normalized turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) around the blade
tip of rotor 1 for Nr = 4 and 1, respectively. From the
comparison of the figures, it can be seen that the interac-
tion among the tip vortices of the rotors 1 to 4 increases
the turbulence level. This result agrees with those found by
Zhou et al. [1], who observed that the TKE was enhanced
by the interaction of tip vortices for twin rotors. It is worth
noting that the inner tip vortices break into smaller vortices
for Nr = 4 than for Nr = 1 (compare the regions represented
by a dotted rectangle in Figs. 6(b) and 12(a)). Considering
that wing-tip vortex breakdown is promoted by high levels
of turbulence [57], in this study, the turbulence generated by
rotor-rotor interaction would enhance the breakdown of tip
vortices between the rotors.
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FIGURE 12. (a) Contours of normalized instantaneous vorticity ωnRr /Vtip for Nr = 4 and Re = 34000 at s/Rr = 0.13. The lower left and
lower right insets show the velocity vectors and contours of normalized mean axial velocity w̄/Vtip, respectively, in the region enclosed by
the dotted rectangle. (b,c) Contours of normalized turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) in the region enclosed by the dotted rectangle of
(b) Fig. 12(a) and (c) Fig. 6(b). v ′m and w
′
denote the velocity fluctuations in the m and z directions, respectively. Note that the rotor 4 is
placed in front of the measurement plane in the direction of n-axis (i.e., perpendicular to the page; see Fig. 11(a)), and is thus shown as
dashed lines.
Fig. 13 shows the variations in the inner and outer wake
boundaries below the rotor 1 with the normalized rotor sep-
aration distance. As was observed in Section IV-A.3, with
decreasing s/Rr , the wake boundaries deviate more from that
with no rotor wake interaction (i.e., Nr = 1) toward the
neighboring rotor (i.e., in the negativem-direction). Note that
there is little Reynolds number effect on the wake boundary
even when the rotor-rotor interaction is strongest at s/Rr =
0.13, as shown in Fig. 13(a). The effect of the number of
rotating rotors on the wake geometry can be seen by com-
paring Figs. 10 and 13 at the same normalized rotor sepa-
ration distance of s/Rr = 0.13. Both the inner (compare
open circles in Fig. 10(a) with dotted circles in Fig. 13(a))
and outer (compare open circles in Fig. 10(b) with dotted
circles in Fig. 13(b)) wake boundaries deviate more from
those for Nr = 1 (red crosses in Figs. 10 and 13) as Nr
increases. The amount of deviation is greater for the inner
wake boundary than the outer wake boundary at the same Nr
(compare open circles in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) for Nr = 2,
and compare dotted circles in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b)
for Nr = 4). This is because, as was pointed out
in Section IV-A.1, the low pressure formed between the rotor
wakes is the cause of the wake boundary deflection: For
Nr = 2, the low-pressure region is formed on the upper left
side of the rotor 1 by the high-velocity sidewash between the
wakes of rotors 1 and 2 (see the green region in Fig. 5(a)),
whereas for Nr = 4, the low-pressure regions are formed
on the upper left (between the rotors 1 and 2) and lower left
(between the rotors 1 and 4) sides of the rotor 1 (see the
green regions in Fig. 5(b)). Thus, the wake of rotor 1 is more
strongly attracted for Nr = 4 than for Nr = 2, resulting in
more deflection of the rotor wake. The low-pressure region
between the rotor wakes is located closer to the inner jet-like
flow than the outer jet-like flow, and consequently the inner
wake boundary deviates more from that for Nr = 1 than the
outer wake boundary.
B. WAKE MODELING
As pointed out earlier in this paper, the Landgrebe’s model [7]
has the limitation of the inability to describe the rotor wake
geometry of a quadrotor UAV, which is mainly because the
model does not reflect the wake interaction between rotors.
Considering that the normalized rotor separation distance
determines the extent of rotor wake interaction at a given
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FIGURE 13. Variations in the (a) inner and (b) outer wake boundaries
below the rotor 1 with the normalized rotor separation distance for
Nr = 4. Wake boundary for Nr = 1 is also shown for comparison as red
crosses. The gray circle in the inset of Fig. 13(b) indicates the area swept
by the rotor blades rotating in the direction of the dashed arrow.
number of rotating rotors, in this section, we introduce a new
model to predict the wake geometry of the quadrotor UAV
model in hovering flight, as a function of s/Rr .
For a single hovering helicopter rotor with two untwisted
blades, Landgrebe [7] suggested the following equation for
the wake boundary:
r1/Rr = A+ (1− A) exp [f (σ ,CT ,1, z/Rr )] (1)
where
f (σ ,CT ,1, z/Rr )
= [fI(σ )/CT ,1 + fII(σ )]z/Rr
for− 0.25CT,1/σ ≤ z/Rr ≤ 0 (2)
= [fIII(σ )C
1/2
T ,1 + C
−1/2
T ,1 z/Rr − π ](27CT ,1 + 0.145)
for z/Rr < −0.25CT ,1/σ (3)
FIGURE 14. Modeling of the inner and outer wake boundaries with rotor
interaction. Here, d is the wake diameter, o is the wake-boundary offset,
r1 is the wake radius for Nr = 1, and the subscripts in and out denote the
quantities associated with the inner and outer wake boundaries,
respectively. mc is the m-coordinate of the wake center, defined as the
mean of min and mout.
Here, A(= 0.78) is the wake contraction ratio, r1 is the
wake radius for a single rotor (i.e., Nr = 1), and fI, fII, and fIII
are defined empirically as functions of the rotor solidity σ .
As shown above, Landgrebe [7] modeled the wake geometry
of a helicopter rotor by two different equations because, in his
experiments, the tip vortex trailed from a model rotor blade
moved axially (i.e., in the z-direction) with two different
velocities, depending on z/Rr . However, for a low Reynolds
number (Re = 40900) rotor in hover, Hein and Chopra [25]
showed that the axial velocity of the tip vortex was nearly
constant irrespective of z/Rr . This is indeed observed in our
experiments (not shown here), and thus, (1) combined with
(2) is used as the basis of the wake modeling. Given that the
rotor solidity in this study is fixed and CT ,1 remains nearly
constant in the rotational speed (i.e., Reynolds number) range
investigated, (1) combined with (2) can be simplified as
follows:
r1/Rr = A+(1− A) exp[kz/Rr ] (4)
Here, k is an experimental constant indicating how fast the
wake of the single isolated rotor contracts, and in this study it
is called the wake contraction gradient. A higher k means that
the rotor wake contracts faster (i.e., the diameter of rotor wake
decreases more rapidly) as the wake develops downstream
and vice versa. In this study, the wake contraction gradient
was calculated by fitting the data in Fig. 7 to (4) and was
found to be 5.16.
As was described in Sections IV-A.3 and IV-A.4, the rotor
wake interaction causes the wake boundary to deviate from
that for Nr = 1 (i.e., with no rotor interaction). There-
fore, let us introduce the concept of the ‘‘wake-boundary
offset (o),’’ which is defined as the distance between the
wake boundary with and without the rotor interaction at a
given z (see Fig. 14). Considering that the inner and outer
wake boundaries deviate in the direction away from and
closer to the rotational axis, respectively, by the rotor wake
interaction, the inner and outer wake radii can be expressed as
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FIGURE 15. (a) Variations in the normalized wake-boundary offset o/Rr of the rotor 1 with z/Rr at s/Rr = 0.13 for Nr = 2 and 4. The curves are
obtained from the best fit using (6) with the following coefficients: γin,2 = 0.171 and δin,2 = 0.785 (blue dashed); γout,2 = 0.052 and δout,2 = 0.767
(blue dotted); γin,4 = 0.370 and δin,4 = 0.548 (red solid); γout,4 = 0.128 and δout,4 = 0.509 (red dashed-dot). (b) Variations of the normalized
wake-boundary offset modeled by (6) with z/Rr in log-log scale. (c) Variations of γ and δ with the normalized rotor separation distance for Nr = 2
and 4. The curves are obtained from the best fit using (7) with the following coefficients: ain,2 = 0.204 and bin,2 = 1.192 (blue dashed);
aout,2 = 0.069 and bout,2 = 1.619 (blue dotted); ain,4 = 0.459 and bin,4 = 1.417 (red solid); aout,4 = 0.165 and bout,4 = 1.835 (red dashed-dot).
(d) Variations in the streamwise gradient of the normalized wake-boundary offset with z/Rr at s/Rr = 0.13 for Nr = 2 and 4.
rin = r1 + oin and rout = r1–oout, respectively. As the
m-coordinates of the inner (min) and outer (mout) wake bound-
aries are equals to -rin and rout, respectively, the equations of
the inner and outer wake boundaries can be represented in the
mz-plane as follows, respectively:
−min/Rr = A+ (1− A) exp [kz/Rr ]+ oin/Rr and
mout/Rr = A+ (1− A) exp [kz/Rr ]− oout/Rr (5)
Equation (5) is derived based on the Landgrebe’s
model [7], and thus will be referred to as the modified
Landgrebe’s model hereafter. The extent to which the inner
and outer wake boundaries with the rotor wake interaction
deviates from the wake boundary with no rotor wake interac-
tion varies with z/Rr depending on the normalized rotor sepa-
ration distance (see Figs. 10 and 13), and thus the normalized
wake-boundary offset should be a function of z/Rr and s/Rr .
As a first step in modeling the relationship between o/Rr
and z/Rr , the variations of the normalized wake-boundary
offset with z/Rr are plotted in Fig. 15(a) when the rotor wake
interaction considered is maximum for each Nr . As discussed
in Section IV-A.3, the tip vortex originates from the tip of the
blade, and thus the one end of the wake boundary is fixed
at the rotor tip, from which the boundary condition of o/Rr
(z/Rr → 0)→ 0 can be extracted. Based on this boundary
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condition, the normalized wake-boundary offset is well fitted
by the following equation which will be referred to as the
wake-boundary offset power law (see Fig. 15(a)):
o/Rr = γ (−z/Rr )
δ (6)
The normalized wake-boundary offset modeled by the
above power law is plotted in log-log scale in Fig. 15(b) to
emphasize the power law behavior. Here, γ is the normalized
wake-boundary offset at z/Rr = −1 (see the arrows) and
is called the constant of wake-boundary offset in this paper.
Higher γ indicates that the wake boundary deviates more
at the same z/Rr = −1. The exponent of the power law,
δ, is equal to the slope of the lines (in log-log space) in
Fig. 15(b). As can be seen from (6), in linear-linear space,
δ = 0 means that the normalized wake-boundary offset
is constant as γ (i.e., horizontal line connecting two points
(z/Rr = 0, o/Rr = γ ) and (z/Rr = −1, o/Rr = γ ); e.g.,
green dotted line in Fig. 15(a) for oin,4/Rr ), and δ = 1 means
that the normalized wake-boundary offset linearly increases
with decreasing z/Rr (i.e., linear line connecting two points
(z/Rr = 0, o/Rr = 0) and (z/Rr = −1, o/Rr = γ ); e.g.,
green dashed line in Fig. 15(a) for oin,4/Rr ). In Fig. 15(a),
oin,4/Rr is fitted to (6) with 0 < δin,4 = 0.548 < 1, and
thus increases from (z/Rr = 0, o/Rr = 0) to (z/Rr = −1,
o/Rr = γin,4) in between the green dotted line and the green
dashed line. As described above, δ determines the shape of
the distribution of o/Rr with respect to z/Rr , and thus will be
referred to as the shape factor of the wake-boundary offset.
As the normalized wake-boundary offset is a function of
z/Rr and s/Rr , γ and/or δ in (6) should be a function of the
normalized rotor separation distance. To find the relationship
between γ and s/Rr and between δ and s/Rr , the fitting proce-
dure described above is repeated at different normalized rotor
separation distances. Fig. 15(c) shows the variations of γ and
δ with the normalized rotor separation distance for Nr = 2
and 4. It is clearly shown that, as discussed in Sections IV-A.3
and IV-A.4, the constant of inner wake-boundary offset, γin,
is larger than the constant of outer wake-boundary offset,
γout, for the same number of rotating rotors. For each of the
inner and outer wake boundaries, γ is larger for Nr = 4
than for Nr = 2. As the normalized rotor separation distance
increases, the rotor-rotor interaction will be weakened, and
accordingly the constant of wake-boundary offset will con-
verge to zero for both the inner and outer wake boundaries.
Based on this boundary condition, γin and γout can be fitted
by the following exponential decay function (see Fig. 15(c)):
γ = a exp [−b(s/Rr )] (7)
Note that in Fig. 15(c), the measured γ is taken as zero for
s/Rrs at which themaximumwake-boundary offset is smaller
than the spatial resolution of DPIV measurements. As shown
in Fig. 15(c), the shape factor of the wake-boundary offset
can be fitted as δin = δout = 0.776 for Nr = 2 and δin =
δout = 0.533 for Nr = 4, respectively, where δin and δout
are the shape factor of the inner and outer wake-boundary
offsets, respectively. It is interesting that at the same Nr , δin,
and δout remain almost constant regardless of the normalized
rotor separation distance and are nearly equal to each other.
Assuming that δin ≈ δout at the same Nr , the ratio of oin/Rr






=constant at a given Nr and a givens/Rr
(8)
Equation (8) indicates that the inner wake-boundary offset
is linearly proportional to the outer one at the same z/Rr .
That is, the shape of the streamwise distribution (i.e., the
distribution with respect to z/Rr ) of the inner and outer
wake-boundary offsets are geometrically similar to each
other (e.g., compare the blue dashed line and the blue dot-
ted line and the red solid line and the red dashed-dot line
in Fig. 15(a)).
Equation (6) can be useful to estimate how rapidly the
wake-boundary offset changes as the rotor wake convects
downstream. Fig. 15(d) shows the streamwise gradient of the
wake-boundary offset as a function of z/Rr , which is obtained
by differentiating (6). From Figs. 15(b) and 15(d), it is clear
that as z/Rr increases (i.e., closer to the rotor-tip path plane),
the wake-boundary offset decreases but the streamwise gradi-
ent of the wake-boundary offset increases for both inner and
outer wake boundaries at a given Nr . The above discussion
shows that the modified Landgrebe’s model suggested in this
paper can be used to systematically explore the influence of
the rotor wake interaction (i.e., the number of rotating rotors
and the normalized rotor separation distance) on the wake
geometry of the quadrotor UAV model.
Fig. 16(a) shows the inner and outer wake boundaries
of the rotor 1 in the absence of rotor wake interaction
(Nr = 1), along with the curves obtained by the Landgrebe’s
model [7] and the modified Landgrebe’s model. The mod-
ified Landgrebe’s model (red and blue solid curves for the
inner and outer wake boundaries, respectively) can describe
the wake geometry better than the Landgrebe’s model [7]
(black dashed curve in Fig. 16(a)), giving higher coefficients
of determination (0.96 ≤ R2 ≤ 0.97) than those of the
Landgrebe’s model [7] (−0.71 ≤ R2 ≤ −0.56). Note that
the negative R2 of the Landgrebe’s model [7] implies that
the model has lower predictive performance that the mean
value. In the presence of strong rotor-rotor interaction (see
Figs. 16(b) and 16(c)), the modified Landgrebe’s model can
also describe both the inner (lower panels) and outer (upper
panels) wake boundaries with sufficient accuracy (R2 ≥
0.75 and R2 ≥ 0.95 for inner and outer wake boundaries,
respectively), suggesting that this model would be useful in
predicting the change of wake boundary with the number of
rotating rotors and the normalized rotor separation distance.
Note that R2 is relatively low when the wake boundary is
similar to a horizontal line (e.g., min/Rr at s/Rr = 0.39
in Fig. 16(b)) because the predictive performance of the mean
value is relatively high.
Based on the modified Landgrebe’s model, the effect
of rotor-rotor interaction on the wake contraction can be
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FIGURE 16. (a-c) Inner (lower panel) and outer (upper panel) wake boundary below the rotor 1 for (a) Nr = 1, (b) 2, and (c) 4. The black
dashed curve corresponds to the wake boundary obtained from the Landgrebe’s model [7]. (d) Variations in the local wake contraction
ratio Alocal with z/Rr for Nr = 1 (black), 2 (blue), and 4 (red) at s/Rr = 0.13, 0.39, and 0.66. (e) Variations of the normalized streamwise
location of the vena contracta (zvc/Rr ; left axis) and the wake inclination angle (θw ; right axis) with s/Rr for Nr = 2 (blue) and 4 (red).
(f) Variations of the normalized m-coordinate of the wake centerline mc/Rr with z/Rr for Nr = 2 (blue) and 4 (red) at s/Rr = 0.13, 0.39,
and 0.66.
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estimated in detail as shown below. Fig. 16(d) shows the local
wake contraction ratio (Alocal = d/(2Rr )) as a function of
z/Rr with varying s/Rr and Nr , where d (= 2r1 + oin–oout;
see Fig. 14) is the wake diameter. For Nr = 1, the local
wake contraction ratio converges to 0.78 as the rotor wake
develops downstream, giving a wake contraction ratio (Alocal
at the vena contracta; i.e., the minimum Alocal) of 0.78. The
figure reveals that the stronger the rotor-rotor interaction
(i.e., the higher the number of rotating rotors and the lower
the normalized rotor separation distance), the less the wake
contracts (i.e., the higher the local wake contraction ratio).
This indicates that the difference between the inner and outer
wake-boundary offset (oin–oout) increases asNr increases and
s/Rr decreases. It is important to note that the normalized
streamwise location of the vena contracta (zvc/Rr ) where
Alocal reaches its minimum varies depending on s/Rr at a
given Nr . For example, when Nr = 4, Alocal attains its
minimum at zvc/Rr = 0.482 and 0.634 for s/Rr = 0.13
and 0.66, respectively. The normalized streamwise location
of the vena contracta as a function of s/Rr is shown as
solid lines in Fig. 16(e) (see left axis), which is obtained
from the condition ∂Alocal/∂(-z/Rr ) = 0. Fig. 16(e) clearly
shows that the normalized streamwise location of the vena
contracta moves toward the rotor-tip path plane (z/Rr = 0)
with decreasing s/Rr at a given Nr .
The modified Landgrebe’s model can be further used to
quantitatively describe howmuch thewake is inclined relative
to the axial direction (i.e., z-direction) by the rotor-rotor
interaction. Fig. 16(f) shows the variations of the normalized
m-coordinate of the wake centerline,mc/Rr , with z/Rr , where
mc is defined as the mean ofmin andmout (see Fig. 14). In this
study, we define the wake inclination angle, θw, as the angle
between the z-axis and the line tangent to the wake centerline
at the vena contracta. For example, when Nr = 4, the wake
inclination angle is measured to be 10.8◦ at zvc/Rr = 0.482
and 4.3◦ at zvc/Rr = 0.634 for s/Rr = 0.13 and 0.66,
respectively. The wake inclination angle as a function of s/Rr
is plotted as dashed lines in Fig. 16(e) (see right axis). This
figure shows that the wake becomes more inclined relative
to the axial direction as the rotor-rotor interaction becomes
stronger.
C. THRUST VARIATIONS
For Nr = 1, the thrust coefficient was nearly constant as
CT ,1 = 0.033 irrespective of the normalized rotor separation
distance in the Re range investigated. On the other hand, for
Nr = 2 and 4, the thrust coefficients were smaller than CT ,1
and increased with the normalized rotor separation distance
as follows: The symbols in Fig. 17 show the variations of
the normalized loss of the thrust coefficient compared with
CT ,1 ((CT ,1–CT )/CT ,1; hereafter referred to as the normalized
thrust coefficient loss) with s/Rr . At the minimum normal-
ized rotor separation distance of s/Rr = 0.13, the thrust
coefficients for Nr = 2 and 4 are lower than that for Nr = 1
by more than 4% and 8%, respectively. As found by previous
studies [1]–[5], with increasing s/Rr , the extent of rotor-rotor
FIGURE 17. Variations in the normalized thrust coefficient loss with the
normalized rotor separation distance. Here, the blue and red lines denote
the normalized thrust coefficient loss calculated by (9) for Nr = 2 and 4,
respectively.
interaction decreases and thus the normalized thrust coeffi-
cient loss also decreases for both Nr = 2 and 4. Note that the
data for Nr = 2 and 4 at different Reynolds numbers collapse
well.
According to the momentum theory, assuming one-
dimensional, quasi-steady, incompressible and inviscid flow,
the net force generated by a rotor is equal to the rate of
change with time of the fluid momentum across the control
surface enclosing the rotor disk. If the downstream control
surface is placed at the vena contracta, considering that the
rotor wake is inclined by θw relative to the axial direction at
the vena contracta by the rotor-rotor interaction, the thrust
force in the axial direction would be reduced by a factor
of cosθw as compared to that in the absence of interac-
tion. Thus, by applying θw obtained with the model sug-
gested in this work to the momentum theory, the normalized
thrust coefficient loss can be expressed by the following
equation: [




= 1− cosθw, (9)
where the subscript mtm denotes the quantity obtained from
the momentum theory. The blue and red lines in Fig. 17 show
the variations of [(CT ,1–CT )/CT ,1]mtm with the normalized
rotor separation distance for Nr = 2 and 4, respectively,
which is calculated by applying θw shown in Fig. 16(e) to (9).
The normalized thrust coefficient losses computed from the
momentum theory are similar to the measured ones in that
they increase as Nr increases and s/Rr decreases. However,
[(CT ,1–CT )/CT ,1]mtm is smaller than the measured data (sym-
bols in Fig. 17), indicating that themomentum theory with the
wake inclination angle does not fully explain the thrust loss
caused by the rotor-rotor interaction.
To examine how the wake deflection is related to the
thrust loss from the perspective of blade element theory,
the wake boundary with maximum rotor interaction (i.e.,
at the minimum s/Rr (= 0.13) for the maximum Nr (= 4))
and no rotor interaction (i.e., Nr = 1) is shown in Fig. 18.
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FIGURE 18. Wake boundaries (see left axis) and profiles of the normalized mean axial velocity w̄/Vtip at z/Rr = −0.05 (see right axis) for
Nr = 1 (red) and 4 (blue). Note that some parts of the normalized mean axial velocity profiles are omitted due to the shadow cast by the UAV
model. The inset shows the schematic cross-sectional view of the blade of rotor 1 representing the definition of effective angle of attack
(AoAeff ). Here, AoA is the geometric angle of attack, AoAi is the induced angle of attack, Vi is the axial induced velocity, and Rlocal denotes the
local radial distance of the blade section from the rotor axis.
As the thrust is closely related to the axial induced
velocity over the rotor disk, the normalized mean axial veloc-
ity profile for each case is also plotted at z/Rr closest to
the rotor-tip path plane (i.e., z/Rr = 0) in the region
where the velocity is measured. It can be seen that the axial
velocity profile becomes fuller near the inner tip of rotor 1
(−1.0 < m/Rr < −0.8) as the rotor-rotor interaction
becomes stronger. This is because the tip vortex emanating
from the inner tip of rotor 1 has a negative (clockwise)
vorticity (see the regions represented by a dotted rectangle
in Figs. 6(b) and 12(a) for Nr = 1 and 4, respectively), and
the inner tip vortex shifts in the negative m-direction as the
rotor-rotor interaction increases. That is, considering that the
trajectory of the tip vortex is defined as the wake boundary,
the deflection of the inner wake boundary away from the rota-
tional axis would increase the axial induced velocity near the
inner tip of the rotor 1. As shown in the inset, the magnitude
of axial induced velocity (Vi) determines the induced angle of
attack (AoAi), and thereby determines the effective angle
of attack (AoAeff = AoA – AoAi), where AoA is the geometric
angle of attack of the rotor blade. Therefore, the axial induced
velocity increased by rotor-rotor interaction near the inner
tip of rotor 1 would decrease the effective angle of attack
by increasing the induced angle of attack, resulting in a loss
of sectional thrust near the inner tip. Near the inner root of
rotor 1, on the other hand, the normalized mean axial velocity
is observed to decrease as Nr increases from 1 to 4, which
would result in an increased sectional thrust near the inner
root, thereby offsetting the loss of sectional thrust near the
inner tip. However, since the sectional thrust is proportional
to the square of Rlocal, the magnitude of local thrust loss
near the inner tip would exceed that of local thrust increase
near the inner root, resulting in a loss of net thrust, where
Rlocal is the local radial distance of the blade section from
the rotor axis. Contrary to the inner wake boundary, as the
rotor-rotor interaction increases, the outer wake boundary is
deflected closer to the rotational axis (compare two outer
wake boundaries in Fig. 18). As the magnitude of wake
deflection is smaller for the outer wake boundary than the
inner one, the normalized mean axial velocity near the outer
tip only slightly decreases with increasing the interaction
strength. Note that in Fig. 18, the normalized mean axial
velocity profiles are omitted between the rotational axis and
m/Rr ≈ 0.64 due to the shadow cast by the UAV model.
However, from the results shown in Fig. 11(b), it can be
expected that there will be no significant difference in the
axial induced velocity even for the region covered by
the shadow. Therefore, it can be concluded that a change in
the axial induced velocity distribution accompanying the shift
of the inner tip vortex and the corresponding decrease in the
local effective angle of attack near the inner tip should be
another important reason for the thrust loss caused by the
rotor-rotor interaction.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have evaluated the effect of rotor-rotor
interaction on the wake structure and established a model,
which was referred to as the modified Landgrebe’s model,
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that accurately predicts the wake boundary of quadrotor UAV
in hovering mode. A major improvement of the modified
Landgrebe’s model over the Landgrebe’s model [7] is its
capability of accurately predicting the asymmetric develop-
ment of the wake about the rotor axis even under extremely
strong mutual rotor interaction. The practical importance
of the modified Landgrebe’s model lies in the fact that it
can be applied to improve the accuracy of the UAV-based
measurement system. As the transport of gases to sensors
is the critical process in various UAV-based sensing such
as air quality sensing [14]–[20] and meteorological estima-
tions [58]–[60], the wake flow generated from the UAV rotors
has a considerable potential to degrade the sensor accuracy,
particularly at slow or hovering flight. Therefore, in order to
improve the UAV-based sensor accuracy, it is necessary to
place the sensor in an optimal location that can minimize the
wake influence while maintaining flight stability. Since the
wake structure is essential in evaluating the effect of wake
on the sensor performance, the wake geometry predicted by
the model presented in this paper can provide guidance for
optimizing the location of UAV-based sensors. Moreover,
if the present model developed for hovering flight is extended
to forward flight, it can also be used to assess the hazard of the
wake of amultirotor UAV. As the wake of a leadingmultirotor
UAV has a high potential to threaten the safety of following
UAVs, the wake prediction is critical in determining the
separation distance between multirotor UAVs required for
flight safety [61]. In that respect, the modified Landgrebe’s
model, if extended to forward flight, would be a useful tool for
providing essential wake information necessary to improve
the flight safety of multirotor UAVs. The weakness of the
modified Landgrebe’s model is that the predictive value of
the model is limited to the time-averaged wake geometry.
However, the model can play an important role in understand-
ing the time evolution of the rotor wake structure, such as tip
vortex wandering. For example, because the principal axis of
the vortex wander motion is known to be perpendicular to
the mean slipstream boundary [62], [63], the wake boundary
predicted by the present model would be of value in assessing
the effect of rotor-rotor interaction on wandering motions of
the blade tip vortex.
Using the modified Landgrebe’s model suggested in this
study, we have estimated the thrust loss caused by the
rotor-rotor interaction from the standpoint of the momentum
theory. In addition, from the perspective of the blade element
theory, we have shown that the shift of the inner tip vortex
away from the rotational axis and the corresponding increase
of induced axial velocity followed by a decrease in the local
effective angle of attack near the inner tip is another important
mechanism for the thrust loss. As themomentum theory alone
is insufficient to explain the loss of thrust, the correlation
between the wake structure and the thrust variation presented
in this paper would play a pivotal role in future research
to predict the thrust loss for multirotor UAVs. Furthermore,
the detailed description of how changes in the wake structure
are linked to thrust generation proposed in this paper can also
be applied to develop flow control strategies for minimizing
the thrust loss for multirotor UAVs.
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